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About Green Genie
Green Genie Enterprises is a Perth based, locally owned business servicing Perth and
regional areas across Western Australia. Providing a diverse range of earthworks,
civil and contracting project support services,
Green Genie have made a name for themselves in Western Australia as a reliable,
professional company delivering a quality service to their valued customers. With an
experienced team and first class range of vehicles and equipment, we are able to
pivot from small jobs to larger long term projects.
They cover the full spectrum of earthworks projects including bobcat services,
commercial car park construction, site clean-up services, rural driveways,
landscaping, subdivision clearance works and site preparation. In addition, we also
provide pad preparation for both residential and commercial building projects.

Company Directors Clint Bailye and Bryant Hatherell and the dedicated Green Genie team
have provided a full range of earthworks and civil services across Perth and many parts of
regional Western Australia for over sixteen years. Our team are our greatest asset. They are
backed by a fleet of vehicles and machinery sourced to provide solutions our customers
highly appreciate.
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The entire Green Genie team are highly trained
and skilled in operating a range of specialist
machinery. Their focus is on achieving the best
results for the diverse commercial, industrial
and residential earthworks and civil projects
undertaken for the valued Green Genie
customer community.
Combined, the mid sized professional team
offer more than 100 years on the job
experience. This has led to an accumulated
expertise that adds a dimension that truly gives
Green Genie an edge over many in the
marketplace currently.
Green Genie is a family owned and operated
business, founded on friendly, sincere and
professional service. We use experienced
operators with quality equipment we can rely
on, so you can rely on us. We refuse to take on
a job we can’t deliver on and pride ourselves on
the long term relationships we build with our
customers and customers, many of whom have
been with us since the beginning.

“The Team at Green Genie provide
an excellent service. They are
reliable, professional and provide
fair and reasonable pricing. I would
highly recommend them to anyone
in need of Earthworks on their
project” Sam Blomely
At Green Genie, we don’t use salespeople. Our
supervisors are the owners of the company.
You can find them in the field working alongside
the earthworks team, giving them a real time
understanding of your project progress and an
opportunity to oversee the productivity of the
team on the ground. This real time leadership
provides strategic direction to the entire team,
enhancing the customer experience at every
step of a project.
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Servicing the entire state of Western Australia, you’ll find Green Genie out and about in
neighbourhoods and commercial spaces all over the Perth metro area and beyond. We are
100% committed to consistently delivering the best possible service and experience when it
comes to earthworks and supporting civil and contracting projects of all sizes.
Green Genie has a reputation in the industry for being reliable and completing jobs on time
and on budget. We pride ourselves on how each job is managed and completed, no matter
its size. We celebrate every job completed knowing we have another happy customer who
we look forward to serving again. Our customers demonstrate their gratitude with regular
work and referrals to their trusted network. We view a referral from a member of our
customer community with high regard knowing it is a testament to our dedication to our
company values centred on quality and professionalism.
Green Genie strive to deliver high-quality work through a combination of a key number of
values driving our work ethic at every level of the team. When you work with Green Genie
you’ll experience clear and thorough communication, effective project management,
technical expertise and experience, the deployment of competent skilled personnel, reliable
equipment, the ability to meet deadlines, outstanding quality control and assured start
times.
Green Genie only employs experienced personnel who have a professional, customer driven
approach to their work and interaction with others. All of our work practices comply with
Australian standards. In addition, Green Genie complies with all Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) requirements to minimise risk at every level of each project or job for all
customers. The company adheres to a strict zero harm policy. Our site insurance covers
professional indemnity and workers compensation.

"Fast response and best quality for your development
sites! I just wanted to pass on a quick thank you to you
personally and also all the team for the great job and fast
response time on our last customer’s development site.
Much appreciated” Brad Dawson - Dawson Property Group
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The Green Genie Difference
Green Genie offers value-driven pricing, a dynamic experienced team, a solid fleet of quality
vehicles and equipment, and innovative technology. This provides with an ability to be agile
and reliable. With Green Genie, you consistently receive the best price backed by excellent
service and quality equipment to ensure your job is completed to the highest outcome we
can produce.
We’re a two-family owned and operated business and we genuinely love what we do.
When you call Green Genie, you’ll be met with experience and enthusiasm for getting the job
done right because we care about what you need and take the satisfaction of our customers
into consideration during your experience with us. We like to call the way we do things “The
Green Genie Effect” and look forward to sharing it with you and letting you experience a bit
of the Genie magic we bring to everything we do.

“Green Genie are a step above the rest. I use them for all my residential and
commercial landscaping where bulk earthmoving is too much for my team. They
recently provided 3 consecutive days in Mt Hawthorn for me and provided
everything I needed without any delay. Working with them is a pleasure. I highly
recommend Green Genie!” Aaron Nitschke
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TIME SENSITIVE
Green Genie is a flexible, time-sensitive company. This means we treat every
job as a priority, and we are committed to delivering quickly. Ultimately you
benefit from our responsive turnaround. Our team is always available to
discuss your needs. We stand by our commitment to completing the job
when you need it done.

TOTAL HONESTY
If we ever come across something we can’t help you with we’ll be honest and let
you know immediately. No-one likes a time waster or being promised things that
can’t be delivered. You won’t get that from the Green Genie team.
Because we are solutions focused, on the rare occasion we’re not the team for
your job, we’ll happily refer you to our trusted network if we know someone who
may be able to help. We do this because we genuinely care about you. We also
want you to know you are important to us, so transparency is key to the way we
work.

“Thank you Green Genie for an excellent job. Not only did we get what we asked
for, but your staff were proactive in suggesting a better way that gave us a better
outcome than we would have got with an original idea. Keep up the good work”
Andrew Fardon, Off RoadEquipment

EXPERIENCED OPERATORS WITH A MODERN FLEET
Our team members are all experienced, quality operators who make
earthmoving look easy. At last count, we tallied up their combined experience
and even though the growing team is mid sized in number from an industry
perspective, we believe there’s in excess of 100 years of expertise
among them. This means we know that they know what they're doing and we
can confidently send them to your project knowing there will be a quality result.
To support our amazing people, we have a modern fleet of vehicles and
equipment, that is regularly reviewed and expanded to ensure we can be
responsive to our evolving customer needs. Every piece of our fleet and
equipment is seen as an asset in more ways than one and because of that each
item is regularly maintained and upgraded

“Best in the industry when it comes to project success. I have been working with
Green Genie for over 8 years now and have found their work ethics and their
professionalism a pleasure to work with and be a part of. The team have been
most helpful and communicative on all the projects that we have any company
had over this period. I would not hesitate to recommend Green Genie to any
company that is considering using their services” Aaron Melvin - ALM Concrete
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TOP-DOWN, CLEAR COMMUNICATION
When you call Green Genie, you’ll frequently be talking with one of our company
directors. We pride ourselves on delivering open, clear communication with our
customers, and this communication style is evident at every level of our
organisation, from the top through to every member of the team. By ensuring we
really understand our customers’ requirements, we are best placed to deliver
exactly what you need, when you need it.
We get how important it is to you to be kept informed. We also know how
frequently you may be let down by others who don’t keep the communication
open and consistent. When we say we are different this is just one way we
demonstrate how so.

“I am a very happy customer. Green Genie have, excellent communication skills,
a streamlined administration service, including an excellent finished product. My
company uses Green Genie on all our sites. I can honestly say that they have
improved the productivity, and quality of all our projects that they are
involved in. I would highly recommend Green Genie to anyone and everyone.
Well done chaps keep up the good work” Vincenzo Franco

BULK CARTAGE
When it comes to bulk cartage, Green Genie are the local experts. With a team
of trucks combined with bobcats and other specialist equipment, all your cartage
needs can effortlessly be catered to. Whether it is waste removal, delivery or
disposal of sand or other materials, Green Genie is here to help. This service is
available for small, one-off jobs through to large, bulk projects. Not sure what
you need? Just call and ask and we’ll be happy to help you get clear on exactly
what is needed to get the result you’re seeking.

DEMOLITION
With Green Genie operators at the helm, you can be confident your demolition is
in experienced hands. Green Genie has the expertise and flexibility to complete
residential demolition, partial demolition, rear block clearance, light commercial
demolition and asbestos removal amongst other projects.
We start by taking care of service disconnections, council approvals and
Worksafe notifications. Next our team begin the process of removing any
hazardous waste and recycling salvageable materials. One of our proficient
excavator operators then skilfully demolishes and removes the remaining
structure and rubble leaving a tidy site ready to use. Our end to end
management, available as part of the demolition process, offers you genuine
peace of mind, knowing everything is being taken care of. In addition you
can be assured all relevant safety standards are being met, to prevent
unnecessary delay to any additional project that may be dependent on the
demolition.
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RESIDENTIAL
Whatever project you need completing around your home, Green Genie are
here to help. Whether you need sand or mulch delivered, or perhaps a new
driveway created, we can provide a solution you’ll be happy with.
Perhaps you need your back yard or garden area levelled or a limestone wall
installed? No matter your residential earthworks needs, we welcome the
opportunity to discuss your home project with you. The professional team at
Green Genie are always willing to help you achieve your goals.

COMMERCIAL
When it comes to commercial projects, Green Genie offer the speed and
flexibility of a small operator with the capability of a larger scale provider thanks
to our modern fleet of trucks and other equipment and the expertise of our
team. We are agile and focused on service delivery at all times.
Our goal is to give you the personalised experience on a scale that will match
your commercial project scope. We can address all your commercial civil needs
including, and not limited to, Asphalt, Concrete or Brick paved car parks, Soak
wells, Kerbing, Line Marking, Bollards and wheel stops.
Not sure exactly what you need to achieve your commercial project goals?
Give us a call and we’d be happy to assist you to understand everything you
need with an obligation free quote.

“We use Green Genie on majority of our Building sites and have
also used them at our own house. They are reliable, honest and
pricing is fair! I highly recommend the team at Green Genie”
Josie and David Martin
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"We would be honoured to
support you"
Growing our customer community is a core focus for Green Genie. As we have grown and
evolved, we have come to better understand our ideal customers and your needs. We are
honoured to repeatedly serve so many customers and every member of the team is proud to
know we are preferred providers for so many reputable organisations across Western
Australia. In the civil and commercial space, we have a number of ideal industries we are
best positioned to support.

Land Surveyors and Developers
Our work with some of Perth’s premier land survey companies has given us an opportunity to
work on subdivisions of all sizes. From a single lot to a large scale suburban or rural
subdivision, we value the opportunity to work closely with the survey team to ensure all
aspects of the project are delivered. We may remove fencing and other smaller structures
such as sheds, create retaining walls, handle demolitions of larger structures on a property
or land and handle all aspects of earthmoving. We work closely with other trades to ensure
our Survey customers receive the best possible service and a quality end result.
In addition we find ourselves providing support on sites where specialist rock breaking and
excavation skills are required. We have the machinery to provide such services, thus
removing the need for our customers to have to engage multiple providers for their projects.

“After numerous property development projects completed in recent years
ranging from simple house-behind-house subdivisions, to multi-lot projects, I can
honestly say that the team at Green Genie are by far the most efficient,
accommodating and cost effective earth moving company servicing Perth. When
neighbours are contacting you to commend their work, professionalism and
efficiency, you know you are working with the best. I cannot recommend Green
Genie more highly for any earthworks or civil works you may need” Joe Mule

Residential and Commercial Building Companies
From general earthworks to house pads to landscaping we are able to provide a diverse
range of solutions to support our customers in the building and construction industry. There
are many opportunities for the Green Genie team to get involved in building projects and we
welcome enquiries from builders working on projects of all sizes. Becoming your preferred
earthworks company is something we take seriously. Long term relationships with all our
core customers tell us again and again how much we are appreciated for our service and
quality.
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Local and State Government
We have found ourselves increasingly involved in the delivery of earthworks and civil works
for projects at local and state Government level across Western Australia. We pride
ourselves on the relationships we have built and appreciate the opportunity to deliver
projects successfully. The breadth of projects is vast, just how we like them to be! There’s
nothing like keeping our team on their toes and developing their skills as we provide
solutions to meet our customers’ diverse needs. From car parks to extensive road
preparation and everything in between, we are your go-to provider.

“I’ve been using Green Genie Earthworks services for a few years now and they
always go above and beyond expectations, they always leave a clean site and
operate very efficiently. I highly recommend Green Genie for all of your earthwork
requirements” Ben Atwill, Auswest Paving

Building Industry Trades
Green Genie has a long history working with some of Perth’s best trades professionals. We
are grateful for the chance to add to the success of these companies as they continue to
deliver the quality experience and results their customers expect. Consider the Green Genie
team as a valued extension of your organisation; a team who will respect your brand and
treat your customers as if they are our own.

“We have been using Green Genie Enterprises from day one when we started
G&L Plumbing & Gas over 4 years ago. Bryant and Clint run a very professional
organisation. They are always there when we call, arrive on time and with
professionally presented, only use quality equipment which always leaves a great
impression with our customers. They have built a team of highly qualified
machinery operators who get the job done in a timely manner and always leave
the site immaculate. Whenever I hear of someone needing earthworks
completed, a driveway installed, asphalt laid or stormwater tanks installed. I
strongly recommend that they give Bryant or Clint a call as I can guarantee that
the customer will get the best job done at a competitive price”
Brendan Griffiths and Andy Lines - G&L Plumbing &Gas

Residential Projects
In addition to supporting our commercial and civil customers we support customers at the
residential level also. Our goal is to be the premier provider for all services required to
prepare for and complete the build of your property. We look forward to assisting with
residential site works, site remediations and all the steps required to sub divide your
property, we’ll deliver an exceptional solution and service. The only thing we can’t do is the
actual property build!
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Our Core Services

With our experienced team &
flexible fleet of vehicles &
equipment, there's an extensive
list of solutions we can provide
including
Asphalt works
Bulk earthworks
Commercial car parks
Concreting & brick paving
Demolition
Driveway & crossover construction
House & sand pads

Kerb laying
Landscape Preparation
Paving preparation
Pool excavation
Retaining walls
Site cleans & rubbish removal
Site works
Subdivisions
Supply or delivery of soil, sand & mulch
Tree & stump removal

“The Green Genie team have become regular sub-contractors for us at Capital.
Reliable, trustworthy and they get the jobs completed on time and on budget”
Dave Markham, Capital Demolition and Recycling
“The Green Genie team were so professional the whole way through the process,
from quotation to work delivery to job follow up to ensure we were happy with
everything. Their system for accepting quotations is online and easy and they
were very quick at responding to any questions we had. Great customer service
and great workmanship” Erica Boyne
“We have engaged the services of Green Genie over the past few years and have
found their professionalism and eagerness to please exceptional. As a Builder we
are always looking for cost effective solutions and through discussions with the
business owners, Bryant and Clint, we have managed to achieve this on many of
our challenging projects. We would not hesitate to recommend them to all
companies or individuals considering their services” Jon Dunn, Celtic Builders
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Bryant Hatherell
0413 879 342
bryant@greengenie.net.au
Clint Bailye
0402 369 094
clint@greengenie.net.au

